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Sermon – Having our Cake and Eating it Too - 4
th

 Sunday of Advent – 12-24-2017 

Pause and reflect… 

On this Fourth Sunday of Advent we hear a discourse – a conversation between Mary and 

the Angel Gabriel. This interaction is quite surreal and monumental at the same time. After 

Mary’s reaction – Perplexity doesn’t quite seem to capture what I imagine it to be like for Mary, 

this Young Woman to have heard such News – that God has chosen Mary to fulfill God’s plan of 

salvation. This was not a request or a summons of Mary but an Announcement of God’s Plan of 

God’s Call for her to fulfill God’s Purpose. It is for this reason that this scripture text is referred 

to as the Annunciation of Mary – where she received her call from God.  We here in verse 38 

that she willing accepts this announcement as her calling in verse 38: "Here am I, the servant of 

the Lord; let it be with me according to your word," It was not without some questions. Yet it 

would seem that the questions Mary asked were more technical, how and why – not about her 

willingness to accept this calling. Mary’s path as the mother of the Christ the Savior – Jesus the 

promised One - seems to be established – set in stone – so to speak – but hard to fathom. 

When we as children of God discern our calling as disciples it is very similar in many 

ways. You may be wondering how? There hasn’t been an Angel like Gabriel who has come to 

me and told me of God’s Plan for my life in the same way he went to Mary – Right?  Often we 

think of discerning one’s call as something that is done prior to going to Seminary or the Mission 

Field or maybe religious education – something with religious undertones based in a church or 

extended ministry. Yet we are all called by and through our baptisms to be disciples – to be 

faithful ministers of the gospel together – to discover our gifts and to use them for service in the 
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kingdom of God here on earth. Mary’s Annunciation reminds us of God’s Claim bestowed – 

made on each one of us in the waters of Baptism. 

There really wasn’t another option for Mary; this was to be her destiny. I guess she could 

have gone through the whole process of pregnancy and childbirth saying no to God’s plan - 

kicking and screaming – there was probably some of that in the pains of childbirth which isn’t 

really ever discussed – but if Jesus birth is a human birth then it is fully human for Mary, with 

everything that goes with it. The narrative here is lacking the dramatic flair one might see in the 

movies, television or even real life. The conception of Jesus goes beyond understanding, but not 

faith or reality. Mary in all of her humanness went through the joys and pain of childbirth as any 

woman does in that process. The difference for Mary is that she gives birth to the Second person 

of the Trinity, which we confess our faith to each Sunday.  

As Christian people, claimed and named in the waters of Baptism we might like to think 

that we would have other choices if the Angel Gabriel came to us with this sort of Annunciation. 

We are people used to making choices. I like to think that I have choice in the direction my life 

goes and find it irresponsible to just leave it to happenstance. That seems uncomfortable and 

unmanageable. But discernment of God’s Call is more than saying yes or no to God – it is about 

how one lives out one’s faith each day. This can be very confusing, because one can say that you 

have a choice of believing or not – which is very true. Saying No would then be one’s response 

to God’s Calling. 

If after consideration of all the facts and the ramifications of the information presented to 

Mary – talking it over with family and friends – weighing the Pros and Cons present to her by 

Gabriel – Mary could still have said: “Well, right now this really me – it doesn’t fit into my life 
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plan – I wanted to finish school and was hoping to marry before having my first child – and I’m 

not sure this will work with my schedule – we haven’t saved enough money to have a baby, the 

time isn’t right – I am going to have to pass, God must have other more capable women who are 

up for the task.” Again, the Angel Gabriel wasn’t coming to make a request from God – but to 

announce God’s Special Plan for Mary.  

Such announcements or “Annunciations” don’t come that clearly stated to any of us on a 

regular basis. I go back to the word discernment, which is a word that helps to clarify the process 

of hearing and seeing the plan of God in our midst on a daily basis. Who is your Angel Gabriel, 

who or what helps you to hear God’s plan for you? Maybe you rebel against the idea that we are 

each called, that we each have been gifted for service as Ministers or disciples in this world, after 

all isn’t that why we pay a pastor? God’s plan sounds like it might interrupt any plans I might 

have – and it might require change – a change in the direction we go on our Journey of Faith and 

that just sounds uncomfortable. 

During this Advent season the word “Wonder” has come up a few times, wondering 

about how God works in this world, wondering how God works in one’s life, wondering if I am 

going to get everything done before tonight or tomorrow? Lots Wonder! There are lots of things 

to wonder about but that’s part of discernment. Before you know it, we will be back here tonight 

celebrating Christmas – a joyous time of Wonder and discernment – a time to consider and 

celebrate the God who comes to us in the human and divineness of the birthing process at 

Bethlehem and in our hearts/minds. 

  Every day God breaks into our world, into our lives, do we notice and is our response like 

Mary’s? – when she said; “Here I am, the servant of the Lord,” or do we react by kicking and 
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screaming or putting up roadblocks of time, schedule, life plans, goals, dreams, because God’s 

calling to ministry doesn’t quite fit into the bigger picture? There is a saying or a proverb, which 

is always funny to me because it didn’t make sense but it seems to fit here: “You can’t have your 

cake and eat it too” Like the little girl in the television commercial says in response to her dad 

when says this: “If you are going to have cake, why not eat it?” The point is that sometimes you 

have to make a choice between two options that cannot be reconciled. If you are going to be a 

disciple – a minister of Christ then proclaim with Mary: "Here am I, the servant of the Lord; let it 

be with me according to your word."  Amen 


